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Tesla Roadster
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Regular production of the 2008 Tesla Roadster commenced today,
marking an historical milestone for Tesla Motors and a watershed in
the development of clean, zero-emissions vehicles.
First unveiled as a prototype on July 19th, 2006, the revolutionary
Tesla Roadster generated an extraordinary response from people
everywhere who were inspired by the vision that beautiful, high performance cars could generate zero-emissions and burn no oil. Less
than 2 years later, this vision has become a reality as Tesla Motors
begins production of this breakthrough electric vehicle. The 2008
model year is sold out and Tesla is currently taking reservations for
the 2009 model year Tesla Roadster. To date, over 900 Tesla Roadsters have been reserved in total.
Through the course of development of the Roadster, Tesla Motors
Cornerstone RV Center
has established a leadership position in EV technology which it plans
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to extend over the next years, leading to the introduction of its next
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model, a five passenger sports sedan, in 2010.
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the only highway capable production electric car of any kind for sale in www. cornerstonervcenter.com
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the United States.
“Building foundations for family, fun, and relaxing lifestyles”
With a 0 to 60 mph acceleration of 3.9 seconds, a 13,000 rpm redline,
and the fastest top gear acceleration of any production car tested by
Car & Driver magazine in 2007, combined with an EPA rating of 135
MPG equivalent, the Tesla Roadster is unique in providing super car
performance at twice the energy efficiency of the best hybrids. The
biggest difference between the Tesla and the rest of the hybrid vehicles is the batteries used. Batteries for the Tesla are lithium-ion and
resemble those used in laptop computers and there are many more
of them. However, they still are limited to about a 220 mile range
before they must be recharged. But you can get to the end the end
of that range pretty quickly and cheaply but you’ll need to get on the
list to shell out the nearly $100.000 asking price..
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Don’t forget Uncle Sam on April 15th!
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